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About This Game

Roundabout is a '70s B-Movie game where you drive a constantly revolving limousine! Pick up passengers, find secret
collectibles, take on dangerous missions, and fall in love in an open world puzzle adventure. Roundabout is the debut title from

No Goblin, a studio founded by designers of games like Destroy All Humans!, The Gunstringer, and Rock Band!

In Roundabout, you need to pick up passengers and drive them to their destinations. The catch: your limousine is constantly
spinning in circles! To move around in Roundabout, you need to time your limousine's movement with the constant rotation in

order to curve around obstacles, buildings, and more.

Set in 1977, Roundabout tells the rise to fame story of Georgio Manos, arguably the world's most famous revolving chauffeur.
While driving players around the town of Roundabout, players will learn about the dizzying highs, terrifying lows, and secret

loves of a revolving limousine driver. You'll experience the seventies in the only authentic way possible: with full motion video
set in the interior of a limousine.

Features

Drive a constantly revolving limousine through the crowded streets of Roundabout.

'70s B-Movie Full Motion Video throughout the game adds a new spin to a classic rise to fame story.

Open world puzzle action, featuring dozens of twisty streets, collectible pickups, and purchasable properties.
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Upgrade your limousine with new hats, horns, and paint jobs.

A full suite of challenges to compete against your friends in.

Dedicated eSports speedrun mode. Roundabout is the only official eSport endorsed by a talking skeleton.

Big Head Mode. Also a number of equally fun game modifiers and extras that are not Big Head Mode.
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Title: Roundabout
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
No Goblin
Publisher:
No Goblin
Release Date: 18 Sep, 2014
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Hilarious, well-made game. I thought it would just be "zany", but it's genuinely fun and funny. Reminds me a little bit of
Katamari Damacy, in that the core mechanic is absurdist, with aesthetic innovation, but the overall structure remains familiar or
even extra-"gamey". Play it!. Hello friends. I just played this game. It has some interesting mechanics, as you drive, but not in
the traditional way. Your a limo driver that does one thing..spin, spin, and spin...It is a very interesting play mechanic. It also
features live scenes. Anyways, here is my Pro's and Con's:

PROS:

-A interesting mechanic in a driving game, revolving and spinning driving. This actually takes some puzzle elements into the
game too so you can fit into certain spots in the game.

-Live Action scenes. There are live movies which are voiced and acted out. The acting in some scenes is very funny. I laughed at
a couple of them. This game does not take itself serious either..so that adds to the humour.

-Replay to collect collectables around the map.

-Different modes of play (some open after beating game).

CONS:

- The spinning driving might be not everyone's favorite game .

- The voice acting is well..not that great, but it does add to game to make it funny.

-Some of the achievements are extremely time sensitive..and seem very long to me. For example, there is one achievement
where you need to play for 8 hours to get it? That is a long time to get a achievement...

For all it's sillyness, i want to recommend this game. I think this game is more like a 1970's B movie..at least it feels like that to
me. Anyways, it is a silly game with funny live action scenes. The game itself is solid. The strange roatating mechanic is even
interesting. For all this, i still find the game a bit silly.. Hello friends. I just played this game. It has some interesting mechanics,
as you drive, but not in the traditional way. Your a limo driver that does one thing..spin, spin, and spin...It is a very interesting
play mechanic. It also features live scenes. Anyways, here is my Pro's and Con's:

PROS:

-A interesting mechanic in a driving game, revolving and spinning driving. This actually takes some puzzle elements into the
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game too so you can fit into certain spots in the game.

-Live Action scenes. There are live movies which are voiced and acted out. The acting in some scenes is very funny. I laughed at
a couple of them. This game does not take itself serious either..so that adds to the humour.

-Replay to collect collectables around the map.

-Different modes of play (some open after beating game).

CONS:

- The spinning driving might be not everyone's favorite game .

- The voice acting is well..not that great, but it does add to game to make it funny.

-Some of the achievements are extremely time sensitive..and seem very long to me. For example, there is one achievement
where you need to play for 8 hours to get it? That is a long time to get a achievement...

For all it's sillyness, i want to recommend this game. I think this game is more like a 1970's B movie..at least it feels like that to
me. Anyways, it is a silly game with funny live action scenes. The game itself is solid. The strange roatating mechanic is even
interesting. For all this, i still find the game a bit silly.. Hilarious, well-made game. I thought it would just be "zany", but it's
genuinely fun and funny. Reminds me a little bit of Katamari Damacy, in that the core mechanic is absurdist, with aesthetic
innovation, but the overall structure remains familiar or even extra-"gamey". Play it!
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